REPORT: EXTERNAL PORTFOLIO 2019-02-21

Submitted for: February 21, 2019

For the period of February 7, 2019 to February 21, 2019

POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS
- No action-- onboarding to happen next week. Fully Jacob’s fault.

INDIGENOUS AFFAIRS
- Preliminary conversation around languages
- Further conversations around team name

COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
- Continued work on Trash2Treasure
- Two new members-at-large on the committee; still space for one more Councilor!

FRANCOPHONE AFFAIRS
- General meeting
- Meeting of the subcommittee on submission of work in French
- Constitution translation finished! Final review underway

SEXUAL VIOLENCE
- Resignation of Commissioner. Have been slow to replace
- Liaising with SSMU equity and SACOMSS on report
- Sexual violence training modules presented at a stakeholder meeting

EXTERNAL RELATIONS
- Status quo